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Abstract

In a society where environmental noise is becoming a major health and eco-
nomical concern, sound emissions are an increasingly critical design factor for
vehicle manufacturers. With about a quarter of the European population living
close to roads with heavy traffic, traffic noise in urban landscapes has to be ad-
dressed first. The current introduction of electric vehicles on the market and the
need for sound systems to alert their presence is causing a shift in mentalities re-
quiring engineering methods that will have to treat noise management problems
from a broader perspective. That in which noise emissions need not only be con-
sidered as a by-product of the design but as an integrated part of it. Developing
more sustainable ground transportation will require a better understanding of the
sound field emitted in various realistic operating conditions, beyond the current
requirements set by the standard pass-by test, which is performed in a free-field. A
key aspect to improve this understanding is the development of efficient numerical
tools to predict the generation and propagation of sound from moving vehicles.

In the present thesis, a methodology is proposed aimed at evaluating the pass-
by sound field generated by vehicle acoustic sources in a simplified urban envi-
ronment, with a focus on flow sound sources. Although it can be argued that the
aerodynamic noise is still a minor component of the total emitted noise in urban
driving conditions, this share will certainly increase in the near future with the
introduction of quiet electric engines and more noise-efficient tyres on the market.

This work presents a complete modelling of the problem from sound genera-
tion to sound propagation and pass-by analysis in three steps. Firstly, computa-
tion of the flow around the geometry of interest; secondly, extraction of the sound
sources generated by the flow, and thirdly, propagation of the sound generated by
the moving sources to observers including reflections and scattering by nearby sur-
faces. In the first step, the flow is solved using compressible detached-eddy sim-
ulations. The identification of the sound sources in the second step is performed
using direct numerical beamforming with linear programming deconvolution, with
the phased array pressure data being extracted from the flow simulations. The out-
come of this step is a set of uncorrelated monopole sources. Step three uses this set
as input to a propagation method based on a point-to-point moving source Green’s
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function and a modified Kirchhoff integral under the Kirchhoff approximation to
compute reflections on built surfaces. The methodology is demonstrated on the
example of the aeroacoustic noise generated by a NACA air inlet moving in a
simplified urban setting. Using this methodology gives insights on the sound gen-
erating mechanisms, on the source characteristics and on the sound field generated
by the sources when moving in a simplified urban environment.

Keywords: pass-by simulations, aeroacoustic sources, urban sound propaga-
tion, direct numerical beamforming, linear programming deconvolution, Kirch-
hoff approximation, moving sources, detached-eddy simulation, Ffowcs Williams-
Hawkings, vehicle design
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Sammanfattning

I ett samhälle där buller håller på att bli ett stort hälsoproblem och en ekonomisk
belastning, är ljudutsläpp en allt viktigare aspekt för fordonstillverkare. Då unge-
fär en fjärdedel av den europeiska befolkningen bor nära vägar med tung trafik,
är åtgärder för minskat trafikbuller i stadsmiljö en hög prioritet. Introduktionen
av elfordon på marknaden och behovet av ljudsystem för att varna omgivningen
kräver också ett nytt synsätt och tekniska angreppssätt som behandlar bullerprob-
lemen ur ett bredare perspektiv. Buller bör inte längre betraktas som en biprodukt
av konstruktionen, utan som en integrerad del av den. Att utveckla mer hållbara
marktransporter kommer att kräva en bättre förståelse av det utstrålade ljudfäl-
tet vid olika realistiska driftsförhållanden, utöver de nuvarande standardiserade
kraven för förbifartstest som utförs i ett fritt fält. En viktig aspekt för att förbät-
tra denna förståelse är utvecklingen av effektiva numeriska verktyg för att beräkna
ljudalstring och ljudutbredning från fordon i rörelse.

I denna avhandling föreslås en metodik som syftar till att utvärdera förbifart-
sljud som alstras av fordons akustiska källor i en förenklad stadsmiljö, här med
fokus på strömningsgenererat ljud. Även om det aerodynamiska bullret är fort-
farande en liten del av de totala bullret från vägfordon i urbana miljöer, kommer
denna andel säkerligen att öka inom en snar framtid med införandet av tysta elek-
triska motorer och de bullerreducerande däck som introduceras på marknaden.

I detta arbete presenteras en komplett modellering av problemet från ljudal-
string till ljudutbredning och förbifartsanalys i tre steg. Utgångspunkten är beräkningar
av strömningen kring geometrin av intresse; det andra steget är identifiering av
ljudkällorna som genereras av strömningen, och det tredje steget rör ljudutbred-
ning från rörliga källor till observatörer, inklusive effekten av reflektioner och
spridning från närliggande ytor. I det första steget löses flödet genom detached-
eddy simulation (DES) för kompressibel strömning. Identifiering av ljudkällor i
det andra steget görs med direkt numerisk lobformning med avfaltning med hjälp
av linjärprogrammering, där källdata extraheras från flödessimuleringarna. Re-
sultatet av detta steg är en uppsättning av okorrelerade akustiska monopolkällor.
Steg tre utnyttjar dessa källor som indata till en ljudutbredningsmodel baserad
på beräkningar punkt-till-punkt med Greensfunktioner för rörliga källor, och med
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en modifierad Kirchhoff-integral under Kirchhoffapproximationen för att beräkna
reflektioner mot byggda ytor. Metodiken demonstreras med exemplet med det
aeroakustiska ljud som genereras av ett NACA-luftintag som rör sig i en fören-
klad urban miljö. Med hjälp av denna metod kan man få insikter om ljudal-
stringsmekanismer, om källegenskaper och om ljudfältet som genereras av källor
när de rör sig i en förenklad stadsmiljö.

Nyckelord: förbifartssimuleringar, aeroakustiska källor, urban ljudutbredning,
direkt numerisk lobformning, avfaltning med hjälp av linjärprogrammering, Kirch-
hoffs approximation, rörliga källor, detached-eddy simulation, Ffowcs Williams-
Hawkings, fordonsdesign
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1
Introduction

1.1 Traffic noise and societal response

According to a recent report published by the European Environment Agency,
the main source of environmental noise in Europe is by far transportation1. In
2014, an estimated 125 million people were affected by noise levels from road
traffic greater than 55 dB Lden (day-evening-night level)1. High levels of envi-
ronmental noise have a significant impact on public health2: environmental noise
is obviously a source of annoyance and sleep disturbance but less known effects
include hypertension, premature death, myocardial infarction, coronary heart dis-
ease and hearing impairment1–4. In 2011, the burden of disease from environmen-
tal noise in western Europe was estimated to be 1.6 million healthy life years lost
per year. The cost for society represents about 40 billion euro per year, or roughly
0.4% of the European Union GDP5. More information on these aspects can be
found in a literature review by the author6.

To tackle the issue of noise pollution in Europe, the European Parliament and
the European Council passed a directive in 2002 aimed at assessing and manag-
ing environmental noise7, thus contributing to the development of a noise policy
initiated in 1996 by the European Commission8. This directive sets the basis for
developing measures against harmful noise sources in communities, making a pri-
ority concern of avoiding, preventing or reducing the effects of noise pollution on
health. More recently, the European Union adopted in 2013 an Environment Ac-
tion Program in which one of the goals is to decrease noise pollution in the EU by
2020 so as to match recommendations of the World Health Organization9.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

These actions target environmental noise at community levels, but more spe-
cific directives targeting individual noise sources have been laid down since the
1970s. These directives concern noise emission limits for specific vehicles or
equipment categories. In 2014, the European Commission adopted a new regula-
tion for even stricter noise emission standards for cars, trucks and buses10,setting a
4 dB(A) noise reduction for cars and 3 dB(A) for trucks, in two steps: one 7 years
after publication of the regulation and the other 5 years later. These regulations
put a strong incentive on vehicle manufacturers to improve their designs to lower
external acoustic emissions. In addition, as exterior and interior noise are to a cer-
tain extent correlated, better external acoustics also appeal to customers who wish
for quieter car interiors.

Figure 1.1 represents noise at different levels of a transportation system, from
specific sources to environmental noise. Tackling the problem of environmental
noise requires actions at all levels: at the level of the vehicle design to lower in-
dividual noise sources, at the level of the transport system to implement noise
reducing systems such as noise barriers or more efficient road surfaces and at the
level of society by using appropriate urban planning. This PhD work provides
numerical tools to evaluate the acoustic radiation from specific vehicle parts on
a urban transport system level and as such embraces a broader perspective than
approaches focusing on the vehicle alone.

Figure 1.1. From specific vehicle sound sources to environmental noise: how new technologies can
impact society.

1.2 Noise sources on ground vehicles

The main sources of external noise on road and rail vehicles are depicted in
Figures 1.2 and 1.3. About half of this work focuses on aerodynamic noise sources,
which are as a rule more prominent at high speeds. One can argue that aeroacous-
tic sources are not the main contributors to the total emitted noise in typical urban
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1.3. SOUND IN VEHICLE DESIGN

Figure 1.2. External noise sources on road vehicles.

Figure 1.3. External noise sources on rail vehicles.

driving conditions, where engine and rolling noise are prominent, but this trend
is shifting. With the development of electric or hybrid vehicles, the engine noise
contribution to the total external noise will drastically reduce. The introduction of
more silent tyres on the market should also eventually lead to a reduced contri-
bution of the rolling noise11. As a consequence, the relative importance of aero-
dynamic noise will increase. For rail vehicles, aerodynamic noise is dominated
by rolling noise for speeds below 200 km/h and is only the main noise source at
speeds over 300 km/h12. Such high operating speeds are more and more common
— although not yet in urban areas — and it is likely that technological advances
in wheel-rail contact and new modes of propulsion will drastically reduce rolling
noise, as is already the case on the magnetic levitation trains.

1.3 Sound in vehicle design

Before the growing awareness of the problems related to noise pollution, sound
was already a concern for vehicle manufacturers. But not for the same reasons as
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

today. The way sound is perceived by customers has drastically evolved since the
first cars were built13. From the driver’s perspective, sound was originally per-
ceived as a demonstration of power, and the sonic ideals were those where the
engine could be heard. The development of more silent cars came in with the in-
troduction of car radios which created a new environment of auditory privacy for
the driver. This trend was also pushed by an increasing awareness of the envi-
ronmental and health impacts of traffic noise. Recently, the emergence of electric
vehicles has raised new concerns regarding the use of sound emissions for car per-
ception and a legislation of the European Commission10 now requires that new
electric and hybrid vehicles should use audio systems to alert their presence: noise
emissions should not simply be reduced, they should be better managed.

Today’s cars are the result of decades of iterative improvements from designs
that were not initially engineered with the same constraints as today. New tech-
nologies and materials bring means of simultaneously addressing multiple vehicle
functions, knowledge which should benefit future vehicle designs. Supporting this
development is the core purpose of The Centre for ECO2 Vehicle Design where
this project was conducted.

The present work focuses on the cross-functional coupling between noise and
aerodynamic through the vehicle shape. External irregularities on the vehicle body
such as pantographs on trains, side mirrors on cars or air intakes can be a significant
source of aerodynamic noise and are therefore the subject of increased attention.

1.4 Beyond the standard pass-by test requirements

Vehicle manufacturers currently have to meet the requirements set by regula-
tion authorities in terms of noise emissions measured during a pass-by test14;15

whose setup is shown in Figure 1.4. In the most recent version of the test, the
vehicle is driven at 50 km/h and in acceleration for different gears.

Figure 1.4. Track used for the standard pass-by test.
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1.5. AIM OF THE PROJECT AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

Although designed to reproduce typical urban driving conditions, the standard
pass-by test does not include any type of built environment and focuses on the
vehicle alone. This work embraces a broader perspective, including a simplified
urban setting in the evaluation of the sound field around the moving vehicle.

1.5 Aim of the project and structure of the thesis

The aim of this study is to develop numerical methods to predict the sound
field generated by moving ground vehicles in a simplified urban environment, with
a focus on modelling and including aerodynamic sources. This work involves
simulations of the flow around the vehicle, extraction of equivalent flow acoustic
sources and propagation of the sound including the vehicle motion, as well as
objects that influence the pass-by acoustic signature of the vehicle such as the
ground and surrounding buildings.

Figure 1.5. Overview of the project and structure of the thesis.

To achieve this, the project is divided in four steps. The first step is the sim-
ulation of the flow around the geometry of interest, using a hybrid computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) approach called detached-eddy simulation (DES). In the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

second step, the sound sources generated by the flow are identified using a numer-
ical phased array technique, in order to get a simple model of equivalent monopole
sources. The third step consists in developing a propagation method to predict the
sound field generated by one or more moving monopoles in the presence of large
rigid surfaces. Finally, in the fourth and last step, the equivalent source model
is coupled to the propagation solver to simulate the sound field generated by the
moving sources in various external conditions.

These four steps are represented in Figure 1.5 and correspond respectively to
the work published in the appended papers A, B, C and D. The thesis is accordingly
divided in four chapters presenting each of these steps, giving an overview of the
main methods and results and their position in the overall methodology.

Throughout the thesis, the numerical methods are applied to a specific ex-
ample: a submerged air inlet called NACA inlet16. This example came out of
discussions with engineers at Bombardier, partners of the Centre for ECO2 Ve-
hicle Design, who were interested in studying their acoustic properties. NACA
inlets are found on various types of ground vehicles and create discontinuities on
the otherwise smooth surfaces on which they are placed; as such they are poten-
tial sources of unwanted aerodynamic sound. They were designed with the sole
purpose of being aerodynamically efficient and very little is known about their
acoustics. Therefore studying their noise emissions provides an additional value
to the thesis work, in addition to the development of the methods themselves.
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2
Flow simulations and far-field acous-
tic analysis

In order to identify the aerodynamic sound sources numerically, the first step is
to get an accurate description of the flow. This chapter presents the flow simulation
methodology and its application to the NACA inlet. After describing the numerical
approach and showing some results for the flow, first acoustic results are obtained
using a Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) integral. An overview of this study is
presented here while more details can be found in Paper A.

2.1 Short introduction to detached-eddy simulations

The simulations are run using detached-eddy simulation (DES), which is a
hybrid numerical method combining elements from Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) simulation and large eddy simulation (LES). Here a brief intro-
duction to RANS, LES and DES is given.

The RANS equations are the Reynolds-averaged versions of the equations of
conservation of a fluid. They are obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations by
applying Reynolds decomposition, which consists in separating the variables into
their Reynolds average and fluctuating quantities. The Reynolds-averaged equa-
tions contain a term, called the Reynolds stress tensor, which depends on the fluc-
tuating velocity, causing the set of equations to be unclosed. To provide closure, an
additional set of equations has to be introduced in the form of turbulence models,
such as the k − ε, k − ω, the Spalart-Allmaras or the SST k − ω turbulence mod-
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CHAPTER 2. FLOW SIMULATIONS...

els. RANS can provide useful predictions for certain types of flow but, because of
the strong assumptions associated with the Reynolds averaging and the turbulence
modelling, it is not well suited for all flows. In RANS simulations, only the sta-
tistical properties of the turbulence are simulated. Despite being low demanding
on computational resources, RANS only resolves a narrow band of the acoustic
spectrum and averages the rest17. When turbulence plays a strong role in sound
generation, it is necessary to use turbulence resolving approaches.

Large eddy simulation (LES)18 is also based on a filtering of the Navier-Stokes
equations, like RANS, but the filtering operation is in the form of spatial averaging
instead of ensemble averaging. In LES, the smaller eddies are filtered out, and
turbulence for larger scales is fully resolved. In many applications, the filter is
applied through a spatial convolution filter to the exact solution with a filtering
length scale computed as a function of the mesh topology. The smallest scales
of the flow are parameterized via the use of a statistical model referred to as a
subgrid-scale model, such as the Smagorinsky or the WALE models. LES works
well for flows in which the large scales contain the main part of the total fluctuating
kinetic energy while the subgrid scales are only responsible for viscous dissipation.
In terms of acoustics, LES is well suited to resolve wavelengths greater than the
filtering length scale. The downside of LES is that the computational requirements
are still too high to perform full LES simulations for industrial applications19, a
downside which justifies the use of computationally lighter methods.

Detached-eddy simulation (DES)20 was developed as a compromise between
LES and RANS. DES was first introduced by Spalart et al. in 199721 and is partic-
ularly well suited for high-Reynolds number separated flow. The simple model is
developed from the RANS model and is made dependent to grid spacing through
a DES limiter, so that in regions of separated flow, the turbulence model emu-
lates an LES subgrid scale model. In the initial formulation of DES, the mixing
length depends on the grid spacing. As long as a certain threshold is not reached,
the model continues to use RANS. DES shows a non-monotonous response to
grid refinement. A problem that may arise from grid refinement is the so-called
grid-induced separation resulting from the flow being solved through LES in the
boundary layer. To resolve this issue, delayed DES (DDES) was introduced22;23.
In DDES, the DES length-scale limiter depends on the solution in addition to the
grid alone. In doing so, DDES detects boundary layers and keeps the RANS mode
within the region where the DES limiter would have otherwise triggered LES.
More recently, an improved version of DDES (IDDES) was proposed24, introduc-
ing a new definition of the DES length-scale including the wall distance in addition
to the grid characteristics, as well as new empirical functions. One of the objec-
tives for the development of IDDES was to address the problem of logarithmic-
layer mismatch24. The simulations shown in this thesis were run with IDDES, as
implemented in STAR-CCM+ release 10.02.01025.

The implications of using DES for aeroacoustics are not yet entirely known.
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2.2. SIMULATIONS SETUP

Recently IDDES has been shown to give good results in predicting the far-field
acoustics of a landing-gear using a hybrid IDDES/FW-H approach26.

2.2 Simulations setup

2.2.1 Inlet model

The submerged air inlet studied in this work is a generic NACA inlet, shown in
Figure 2.1. Its dimensions are based on those of a submerged inlet studied experi-
mentally by Mossman et al. in a wind tunnel16 and are given in details in Paper A.
Results for the simulations are presented in terms of the non-dimensional variables
defined in Table 2.1. The subscript 0 corresponds to quantities related to the free-
stream, while the subscript 1 denotes quantities averaged over the duct entrance
plane. f1 is used to scale the acoustic results throughout the thesis. Simulations
are performed with a flow speed of 60 m s-1 in the free-stream corresponding to a
Mach number of 0.1727 and for a duct depth of D = 50.79 mm, giving f0 = 1181
Hz. The flow is simulated for various velocity ratios ν ranging from 0.4 to 1.

Figure 2.1. Model of NACA inlet used in the numerical simulations, and terms used to characterize
the inlet. The duct is truncated in the figure.

Name Inlet vel. ratio Charact. freq. Charact. freq. Ram recov. ratio
Symbol υ f0 f1 ρ

Definition V1
V0

V0/D V1/D
PT,1−p0

PT,0−p0

Table 2.1. Non dimensional parameters used in this study.

11



CHAPTER 2. FLOW SIMULATIONS...

2.2.2 Numerical setup, mesh and computational domain

Steady-state results of the flow are first obtained through RANS simulations.
From there time-dependent DESs are run. Turbulence is modelled using an SST
k −ω model27. IDDES is used for the time-dependent computations. The solution
is advanced in time using a second-order implicit temporal discretization scheme.
Space derivatives are obtained with a hybrid second-order upwind/bounded central-
differencing convection scheme, which behaves as second order within its bounds28.
A time-step of 4 × 10−5 s is used, meaning that the convection of a flow particle
over the length of the inlet is solved in about 240 time-steps. This time-step gives
21 samples per period at f0 and corresponds to a Nyquist frequency of 12,500
Hz, which is one order of magnitude above the frequencies of interest. For the
time-dependent studies, simulations are run until at least two convection cycles
of the fluid particles over the length of the inlet are completed, before values are
monitored and data extracted for the acoustic post-processing.

Figure 2.2. Domain and boundary conditions.

For the simulations, the NACA inlet described in Figure 2.1 is placed in a flat
plate under a free stream as shown in Figure 2.2. A free-stream boundary condition
is used on the free boundaries of the domain, with a prescribed Mach number of
0.1727, a pressure of 101,325 Pa and a temperature of 300 K. The free-stream
boundary condition is based on the method of characteristics and treats the flow as
one-dimensional near the boundary29–31, with a spatial coordinate taken along the
normal to the boundary.

The mesh, shown in Figure 2.4, is generated in Star-CCM+ using trimmed cells
— consisting mainly of hexahedral cells, and trimmed to fit the body — on top of
a prism layer. The prism layer covers all the walls and was adjusted to ensure a y+

value of around 1 everywhere. Volumetric controls are used in the vicinity of the
NACA inlet to refine the mesh locally. These controls are shown in Figure 2.3.

Mesh sizes for the various volumetric controls are represented in Table 2.2, for
the two meshes considered in this study. The grid used in this study has a total of
13.3 M cells. A grid of 47.8 M cells is also used to assess the consistency of the
results to grid refinement, as shown in Paper A.

12



2.2. SIMULATIONS SETUP

Figure 2.3. Volumetric controls.

Volume Cl Cc D C L Lc, R T Ld Tot. nb. cells
∆/D ×102 12 6.2 49 3.1 1.5 0.77 3.1 1.5 13.3 M
∆/D ×102 6.2 3.1 12 3.1 1.5 0.77 3.1 1.5 47.8 M

Table 2.2. Volumetric controls and associated cell sizes ∆.

Figure 2.4. Visualization of the grid for the DESs with the 13.3 M cells mesh.

13



CHAPTER 2. FLOW SIMULATIONS...

2.2.3 Non-reflectiveness of the free-stream boundary condition

The acoustic properties of the free stream boundary condition are not well-
known in presence of strong tangential mean flow, as is the case along the upper
and lateral external boundaries32. To estimate the effective reflection coefficient of
the upper boundary, a two-microphone method33 is used to decompose the fluctu-
ating field into outgoing and incoming waves. The microphones are in this case
probes, placed as shown in Figure 2.5. Both plane and spherical wave types are
used, the latter assuming a source point on the surface of the lip. With the nota-
tions introduced in the figure and for a plane wave of wavelength k, the expression
for the reflection coefficient of the upper boundary R can be derived as

R =
−exp(−iks) + H(k)
exp(iks) + H(k)

. (2.1)

The equivalent expression for a spherical propagation from the source can be de-
rived as

R =

exp(−ikr2)
r2

+
exp(−ikr1)

r1
H(k)

exp(−ik(2L−r2))
r2

+
exp(−ik(2L−r1))

2L−r1
H(k)

(2.2)

where H = p̂2/p̂1 is the transfer function between the probes 1 at z = 3.94D and
2 at z = 9.84D. It is assumed that there exists a linear relationship between each
pair of microphones, so that the transfer function H can be estimated using auto-
and cross-power spectra34 as H1 = S 21/S 11 or H2 = S 22/S ∗21. H1 and H2 account
for uncorrelated noise respectively at probe 2 and at probe 1. The analysis is run
for 16 pairs of neighbouring probes to get a local spatial average, in complement
to the Welch averaging used in the PSD computations.

Figure 2.5. Reflection coefficient for the upper boundary, estimated using H1 and H2 transfer functions
between “microphones” placed at z = 3.94D and z = 9.84D. Estimation using plane wave decomposi-
tion (left) and spherical wave decomposition (right).

Results are shown in Figure 2.6 for a velocity ratio of 0.4, where the highest
sound levels are observed. For both plane wave and spherical approaches, the re-
flection coefficients are low enough in the frequency range where maximum sound
levels are emitted to justify that reflections from the upper boundary can be ne-
glected. The peaks observed at 1.3 f1 and 2.6 f1 correspond to frequencies for
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Figure 2.6. Reflection coefficient for the upper boundary, estimated using H1 and H2 transfer functions
between “microphones” placed at z = 3.94D and z = 9.84D. Estimation using plane wave decomposi-
tion (left) and spherical wave decomposition (right).

which the two-microphone method fails because the system of equations to solve
becomes linearly dependent33. For frequencies over 3 f1, no conclusion can be
drawn for the results because of the coarseness of the mesh. It is reasonable to
think that the lateral external boundaries have a similar reflection coefficient be-
cause they are locally exposed to the same flow conditions.

2.2.4 Initial RANS solution

RANS simulations are run first, and the results are validated against the ex-
perimental results of Mossman et al.16 Mossman et al. mention that the boundary
layer (BL) thickness at the duct entrance has a large influence on the flow and pro-
vides the BL profile of the wind tunnel at the location of the inlet. Prior to running
DESs, the BL profile is adjusted in the RANS simulations to match the experimen-
tal setup by adapting the distance between the inlet of the domain and the position
of the NACA duct on the surface. The BL profile and RANS results are shown in
Paper A.

2.3 DES results

2.3.1 Flow visualization

Visualization of the instantaneous vorticity is shown in Figure 2.7, as simulated
with DES for various velocity ratios. From this figure it can be observed that
streamwise vortices are generated from the edges of the ramp side-walls and are
convected with the flow. The vortex cores on both sides are split by the inlet:
part of the vortical field is sucked inside the duct and part is forced over the lip,
downstream of the inlet. For high velocity ratios most of the vortical region is
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sucked inside the duct, whereas for low velocity ratio most of it is forced over the
lip. The flow exhibits a transition from a nearly laminar state to a more turbulent
state when the velocity ratio decreases from 0.8 down to 0.6.

Figure 2.7. Instantaneous vorticity of the flow around the inlet, for velocity ratios of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.

Instantaneous pressure fluctuations on the surface of the inlet are represented
in Figure 2.8 for the three velocity ratios. Maximum fluctuations are located on the
sides of the lip and can be correlated with the location of the vortex impacts with
the surface observed in Figure 2.7. Fluctuations are of two orders of magnitude
larger for a velocity ratio of 0.4 than for a velocity ratio of 0.8, due to the turbulent
nature of the flow for low velocity ratios. Fluctuations are also strong downstream
of the lip, following the path of the high vortical flow.

Figure 2.8. Instantaneous pressure fluctuations on the surface of the inlet.
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2.3.2 Validation: ram recovery ratio and pressure coefficient

Figure 2.9 shows the ram recovery ratios obtained through time-averaging of
the DES results, compared with RANS results and experimental data. The DES
results are almost identical to the RANS results, with a maximum difference of
0.5% for υ = 0.4. The overall behaviour is similar to the experimental one. The
over-prediction of the ram recovery ratio could be corrected by further adjustment
of the length of the flat wall upstream of the inlet.
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Figure 2.9. Ram recovery ratio as a function of the inlet velocity ratio, for the RANS results, DES
results and experimental data. Experimental data from Mossman et al. 16.

Figure 2.10 shows the pressure coefficient in the symmetry plane of the inlet,
along the ramp and over the lip for both steady-state and time-dependent simula-
tions, compared with the experimental values. The DES results are in very good
agreement with both the RANS and the experimental results. An improvement of
the prediction with DES can be observed at υ = 0.4, where the values predicted
through DES show a better match with experimental data than the ones obtained
with RANS.

2.4 Far-field acoustic analysis using the FW-H integral

2.4.1 The FW-H integral

The FW-H integral35 is used to estimate the acoustic radiation from the flow
at an observer in the far-field. The FW-H integral is a solution of the FW-H wave
equation which is obtained by reformulating the exact equations of motion of the
fluid in the presence of a moving surface. A detailed derivation can be found
in Pignier et al.36 based on the derivation proposed by Crighton37. The FW-H
equation is an acoustic analogy: its formulation is analogous to a wave equation,
with on the left-hand side the terms that govern the propagation of the waves in an
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Figure 2.10. Pressure coefficient distribution along the ramp (left) and over the lip (right) for various
velocity ratios, for the RANS simulations using the SST k − ω turbulence model and for the DES
simulations. Distance for the lip normalized by the duct entrance depth. DES results are time-averaged.
The lines represent simulated data, the points experimental values from Mossman et al. 16

idealized medium and on the right-hand side the remaining terms that are identified
as source terms. When the left-hand side of the FW-H equation is expressed as a
non-convective propagation term, and when the surface of integration is fixed, an
integral solution of the FW-H equation can be expressed as

4πp′(x, t) =
∂

∂t

∫
τ

∫
S =0

δ(t − τ − r/c)
r

QinidS dτ

−
∂

∂xi

∫
τ

∫
S =0

δ(t − τ − r/c)
r

Li jn jdS dτ

+
∂2

∂xi∂x j

∫
τ

∫
S>0

δ(t − τ − r/c)
r

Ti jdVydτ.

(2.3)

where r = |x − y|, and 
Qi = ρui

Li j = ρuiu j + Pi j

Ti j = ρuiu j + Pi j − c2ρ′δi j.
(2.4)

In this equation, S is a function defining the FW-H control surface: S = 0 on
the surface and S > 0 in the external volume. Pi j is the compressive stress ten-
sor, ρ the density, ρ′ the density fluctuation around the time-averaged value, and
ni the outward normal to the surface. This integral shows three terms on the right
hand side, corresponding respectively to a monopole, a dipole and a quadrupole
sound radiation. The quadrupole term is neglected in the evaluation of the integral
because its contribution is negligible at this low Mach number. Farassat’s formu-
lation 1A38 of the FW-H integral is used, as implemented in Star-CCM+ with a
source-time-dominant approach39.
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2.4.2 Choice of control surfaces

Nine control surfaces are used to evaluate the FW-H integral: six permeable
surfaces PS1, PS2, PS3, PS1-open, PS2-open and PS3-open, and three solid sur-
faces SS1, SS2 and SS3. Their positions are shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. Surfaces used for the FW-H integral, and observer position (observer position not to
scale).

The three permeable surfaces PS1, PS2 and PS3 encapsulate the inlet entrance,
with the aim of capturing all radiated sound. The three solid surfaces SS1, SS2 and
SS3 consist of the ramp, the ramp walls and the lip of the inlet, to which are added
the sections of the external flat wall respectively bounded by PS1, PS2 and PS3.
At the low Mach number considered, it is expected that solid surfaces account for
the major part of the noise emitted by the flow. The FW-H integral is also com-
puted on open surfaces, PS1-open, PS2-open and PS3-open, which are obtained
from PS1, PS2 and PS3 by removing their downstream ends. These surfaces are
used as an alternative to PS1, PS2 and PS3 to prevent artificial contributions that
are introduced when the latter cut the vortex wakes, as will be shown in the next
section.

2.4.3 Far-field acoustic results
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Figure 2.12. Power spectral density at 100D, for a velocity ratio υ of 0.4.
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The FW-H integral is evaluated on the surfaces previously defined and for the
observer position shown in Figure 2.11. Some of the results are shown here, more
extensive results and discussion can be found in Paper A. Figure 2.12 shows the
PSD of the acoustic pressure in the far-field, at the observer location shown in
Figure 2.11, for a velocity ratio of 0.4. It can be seen that the three solid surfaces
SS1, SS2 and SS3 give a very similar far-field spectrum, meaning that all the sound
sources generated by the interaction of the flow on the solid walls are contained on
the inlet or very close around the inlet. The spectra obtained using the permeable
surfaces PS1, PS2 and PS3 show significantly higher and inconsistent levels due
to spurious artefacts caused by the turbulent eddies that cross their downstream
end. When removing the downstream sections of these surfaces, as done on PS1-
open, PS2-open and PS3-open, a better consistency is achieved. PS3-open gives
a spectrum whose levels are in good agreement with the levels obtained from the
solid surfaces, over a range of frequencies spanning from about 0.8 f1 to 5 f1. The
results from PS1-open and PS2-open show discrepancies between each others and
in comparison with the results from the solid surfaces, attributed to spurious noise
from vortices crossing their upper or lateral sections. Above 5 f1, the levels from
PS3-open drop because the grid is too coarse to resolve the corresponding eddies,
having less than 15 cells per wavelength at the location of the surface. The results
lead to two conclusions. The first one is that volume sources are negligible and all
the significant sound sources are located on the surface of the inlet. The second
one is that permeable control surfaces are very sensitive to turbulent fluctuations
crossing them.
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Figure 2.13. Power spectral density at 100D, for velocity ratios υ of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, computed using
the surface SS1.

To analyse the acoustic results themselves, the results for the surface SS1 are
shown on the same graph for the three velocity ratios in Figure 2.13. Levels appear
to be considerably higher for velocity ratios of 0.4 and 0.6 than for 0.8, which is
consistent with the observations on the surface pressure fluctuations of Figure 2.8.
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The character of the emitted sound changes as well, with a broadband spectrum
at low velocity ratios and tones at a higher velocity ratio. It can be seen that the
spectra scales with f1. with maximum levels around f1.

2.5 Conclusion of the flow study

Several conclusions can be drawn from the flow simulations presented in Paper
A. Firstly, based on the experimental validation of the flow and the consistency of
the acoustic results, it may be concluded that the simulations accurately solve the
flow that would occur in such a setup. Secondly, this study provided first and inter-
esting insights of the sound generated by NACA inlets, revealing potentially high
and unwanted sound levels for certain operating conditions, result which may help
engineers to make a better use of these inlets or to develop quieter designs. It also
revealed that maximum sound levels are observed for frequencies around f1 and
that the character of the sound changes with the velocity ratio. Finally, the FW-H
analysis showed a great sensitivity of the integral to hydrodynamic fluctuations
crossing the control surface, highlighting that special care is required when defin-
ing this surface. The surface PS3 proved to be at an appropriate distance from the
turbulent flow to avoid these effects: this knowledge was used to place the pressure
probes in the source modelling study of Paper B presented in the next section.
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3
Extracting sound sources from the flow
simulations

The analysis of the simulations presented in the previous chapter showed that
the flow simulations are accurate enough to resolve both the flow and the acoustic
fields in the region encompassed by the permeable FW-H control surface PS3. The
use of the FW-H integral revealed acoustic levels and behaviour with maxima for
frequencies around the characteristic frequency f1, with a strong dependency on
the velocity ratio. The far-field acoustic analysis performed with the FW-H inte-
gral helped to estimate the radiated acoustic field and the location of the sound
sources through the analysis of the integrands. However this analysis is valid only
for a free-field propagation and implementing it for moving sources including re-
flections on the ground and surrounding buildings would be unwieldy. A more rea-
sonable approach is to formally extract the sound sources and then propagate them
with an appropriate solver. One way to do this would be to use the source terms of
the FW-H acoustic analogy — or of other acoustic analogies such as Lighthill’s or
Howe’s — but this raises issues of source definition, mesh interpolation40;41 and
the resulting sources may be computationally heavy to manipulate.

In order to get a simple representation for the sources, the pressure data avail-
able from the flow simulations can be used as input to beamforming techniques.
This chapter presents the work that was done to achieve this. The content of this
chapter corresponds to the work published in Paper B.
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3.1 Background

3.1.1 Numerical beamforming

The main idea is to use the time-pressure data on a set of probes placed in
the flow simulation domain and from there find acoustic sources on an other set
of points in the source region that generate a similar acoustic field at the probes.
The set of probes can be seen as the numerical equivalent of what is experimentally
called a phased array. One of the common approaches to process phased array data
to locate sources is to use beamforming techniques. Although beamforming was
originally developed to process experimental data, the acoustic community has in
recent years been more and more interested in applying it to computational data.
With the constant progress in the resolution of flow simulations it can be expected
that applications of this type will thrive in the near future.

3.1.2 Choosing a beamforming approach

During the past decades, numerous beamforming algorithms have been pro-
posed with a focus on specific aspects such as increased resolution, increased
dynamic range, ability to locate correlated/uncorrelated sources, etc. A few that
have been regularly used in recent years can be listed here: conventional beam-
forming, CLEAN-SC42, Deconvolution Approach for the Mapping of Acoustic
Sources (DAMAS)43;44 and functional beamforming45. Orthogonal beamform-
ing46 may also be added to this list, although examples of its use are lacking.
Conventional beamforming, sometimes called standard beamforming, is nothing
more than the delay-and-sum beamforming and is the most straightforward and
historical approach to beamforming. For a specific point on the source map, the
pressure amplitudes at the microphones are summed up after compensating for the
delay that the propagation from the source point would induce at the microphone,
the idea being that if there actually is a source at this point then the output should
be maximal. This method has a low computational cost but strongly lacks resolu-
tion and dynamic range. Acoustic maps obtained using conventional beamforming
display not only a wide main lobe but also side lobes because the results are con-
voluted with a so-called array point spread function, preventing a detailed analysis
of the sources and the accurate estimation of absolute source levels. CLEAN-SC
was developed as an improvement to conventional beamforming by performing
iterative removal of the sidelobes, thus improving the spatial resolution and the
dynamic range. DAMAS on the other hand solves iteratively the deconvolution
equation instead of simply cleaning the beamforming map, resulting in an estima-
tion of the absolute source strengths with a very good spatial resolution. It is ro-
bust and often used as a benchmark for other methods. Orthogonal and functional
beamforming are more recent methods and are still under evaluation. The robust-
ness and accuracy of DAMAS in the prediction of absolute source levels makes it
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a good candidate for the source modelling approach. However the computational
cost is prohibitively high and the iteration process does not always converge47.
Dougherty recently proposed a technique based on linear programming (LP) to
solve the same deconvolution equation47 and showed that it performs similarly to
DAMAS on the tested experiments, with a much reduced computational cost and
a systematic convergence to a solution of the optimization problem. The LP ap-
proach is robust, relatively fast and accurate in source strength estimation, and was
therefore chosen for this study. This work applies a derived version of Dougherty’s
approach, denoted dual-LP beamforming.

3.1.3 Existing work using numerical beamforming

This study is not the first application of beamforming to numerical data in
an aeroacoustic study. Brusniak et al. used phased array data extracted from a
large eddy simulation to identify jet noise sources with a conventional beamform-
ing approach48. Adam et al. applied standard beamforming techniques to lattice
Boltzmann method simulations of a car side-view mirror49. Sandberg and Tester
used phased-array techniques to break down the sources from a direct numerical
simulation of a jet flow50. In these three studies, the phased array data was ex-
tracted directly from the flow simulations, as is done in this work. In other studies
the phased array is located farther from the sources and the acoustic data is extrap-
olated from the flow solution. This extrapolation is most often performed using
integral methods such as the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) integral51–56, but
other approaches can be found57. Extrapolation is performed when the acoustic
field is not expected to be sufficiently well-resolved at the location of the array. A
problem of this intermediary step is that it indroduces a potential additional source
of bias errors, which for the FW-H integral can for example be due to the choice
of control surface, as shown in Paper A, or to the assumption of free-field propa-
gation. In this work, the phased array is placed directly close to the sources in the
sound computation domain of the flow simulations and does not rely on interpo-
lation methods to compute the array pressure data. For this reason the method is
referred to as direct numerical beamforming (DNB).

This study is the first one using LP beamforming in a numerical aeroacoustic
study and more importantly the first using beamforming to construct a point source
model for subsequent use in propagation solvers.

3.2 Beamforming theory

3.2.1 Presentation of the inverse problem

An overview of the approach used in this study is shown in Figure 3.1. An array
of probes, or numerical “microphones”, is placed in the direct sound computation
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Figure 3.1. Numerical approach in two steps: 1) sound source modelling using phased array techniques
and 2) validation of the source model using analytical propagation to a far-field observer.

region, outside of the unsteady region of the flow. In the region of the array, it is
assumed that the acoustic field is the dominating fluctuating field. Pressure data
is recorded at the probes. In a first step, the source model is computed on a set
of source points in the unsteady flow region, assuming known transfer functions
from all source positions to all probe positions. To validate the source model, the
PSD spectrum at a far-field observer is computed in a second step. Details about
each of these steps are given in this section.

The analysis is performed in the frequency domain. N probes are placed at
the positions x1..n..N and M test sources at positions y1..m..M as described in Figure
3.1. The transfer function between a source at ym and the probe at xn is noted
gm,n. In this study a simple free-field monopole Green’s function is used (gm,n =

exp(−ikrm,n)/rm,n) but other models, such as a dipole or a monopole in moving
medium, could be used. The pressure at probe n is modelled as

pn =

M∑
i=1

sign,i (3.1)

or in vector form for the phased array

P = GS (3.2)

where P = (pn) is a N × 1 vector, G = (gn,m) is a N × M matrix and S = (sm) is
a M × 1 vector. |sm|

2 represents the auto-spectrum of the source m per Hz at the
considered frequency. Assuming that G is known, the problem to solve consists in
finding S.
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3.2.2 Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse solution

It is theoretically possible to find an approximate solution to Eq. (3.2) di-
rectly, using generalized inverse techniques58. A minimum L2-norm solution to
Eq. (3.2) is given by S = G+P where G+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
Although this solution provides the complex source strengths, including ampli-
tude and phase, it is very sensitive to hydrodynamic fluctuations. A less biased
and therefore less restrictive expression can be obtained using complex conjugates
as

SS† = G+PP†(G+)†. (3.3)

The elements of the array cross spectral matrix (CSM) PP† are computed through
Welch averaging over the time sample, as

(PP†)nn′ = pn pn′ =
2

wKBe

K∑
k=1

XnXn′ (3.4)

where Xn denotes the Fourier transform of the acoustic pressure at probe n, K the
number of averages, Be the frequency resolution bandwidth of the Fourier trans-
form and w a correction factor for the time window.

The Welch averaging in the estimation of PP† reduces the effects of uncorre-
lated signals between the probes34 such as hydrodynamic fluctuations. The solu-
tion SS† of Eq. (3.3) is referred to in this work as the pseudo-inverse solution. G+

is evaluated using singular value decomposition (SVD)59 regularized by treating
as zero any singular value less than max(M,N)||G||2ε, ε being the machine epsilon.

3.2.3 Dual linear programming beamforming

The first step starts with defining a quantity bm as

bm = Wm
†P (3.5)

where Wm = (wm,n) is a N × 1 vector, commonly called a steering vector. Taking
the amplitude-squared of bm and using Eq. (3.2) under the assumption that the
sources are uncorrelated gives after a few steps

B̃ = AS̃ (3.6)

where B̃ =
(
|bm|

2
)

and S̃ =
(
|sm|

2
)

are M × 1 vectors, and A = (|Wi
†Gj|

2) is a
M × M matrix. The coefficients |bm|

2 are calculated from Eq. (3.5), giving

|bm|
2 = |Wm

†P|2 = Wm
†PP†Wm. (3.7)

|bm|
2 is the standard beamforming output for the source m. In this study, the steer-

ing vectors Wi are chosen as being parallel to Gi, Wi = αiGi, leading to

Ai, j = |αi|
2|Gi

†Gj|
2. (3.8)
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αi is chosen so that for a single source located at ym0 , |bm0 |
2 = |sm0 |

2, giving |αi|
2 =

1/|Gi
†Gi|

2.
With this choice of αi, A is a square matrix of positive elements, with unitary

diagonal. A is the array point spread function (PSF) which is responsible for the
side lobes observed on conventional beamforming maps. The beamform map B̃
represents the distribution of source strenghts squared S̃ convolved with the PSF.
Eq. (3.6) is solved using a deconvolution algorithm. Dougherty47 recently pro-
posed to formulate a linear problem from Eq. (3.6) and solve it using standard
linear programming methods. The linear problem is formulated as a maximization
of the product AS̃ under the constraint AS̃ < B̃. Maximizing AS̃ is equivalent to
maximizing the sum of the components of AS̃. Defining a column vector C by

Cm′ =
M∑

m=1
Amm′ for m′ = 1, ...,M, the problem can be formulated as

max
S̃

CT S̃

such that AS̃ ≤ B̃, S̃ ≥ 0.
(3.9)

Eq. (3.9) is solved in Matlab using a dual-simplex algorithm60. As it consists in
maximizing the product AS̃ while keeping it below B̃, the solution obtained with
this approach is referred to as the solution from below. In this study, preliminary
tests have shown that this approach can sometimes struggle to find an accurate
solution to the targeted equality AS̃ = B̃, and that a better least-square estimate
can be obtained for some frequencies by approaching the solution from above,
solving the following problem

min
S̃

CT S̃

such that AS̃ ≥ B̃, S̃ ≥ 0.
(3.10)

In this work, both approaches are used and the solution S̃ is selected as the
one that minimizes the 2-norm error ||AS̃ − B̃||2. Because of the use of the dual-
simplex algorithm and because of the dual approach from below and from above,
this method is referred to as dual-LP beamforming.

3.2.4 Far-field acoustic spectrum from the source model

The power spectral density at a given observer away from the sources is com-
puted for each frequency as34

PSDobs =
2

wKBe

K∑
k=1

|Xobs,k |
2. (3.11)
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Figure 3.2. Positions of the numerical phased array and of the source grid. The phased array and the
source grid are represented here with 49 points.

From this expression, using in turn Eqs. (3.4) and (3.1) leads to

PSDobs =

M∑
i, j=1

sigobs,is jgobs, j. (3.12)

For the Moore-Penrose inverse approach, Eq. (3.12) can be written as

PSDobs = Gobs
†[SS†]T Gobs (3.13)

where Gobs = (gobs,i) is a M × 1 vector. For the dual-LP beamforming approach,
Eq. (3.12) can be expressed as

PSDobs = Gobs
†diag(S̃)Gobs (3.14)

since sis j = 0 for i , j. In Eq. (3.14), diag(S̃) is the diagonal matrix whose
diagonal is the vector S̃.

3.3 Source identification on the NACA inlet

3.3.1 Position of the phased array and source points

Figure 3.2 shows the positions of the numerical array of probes and of the
source grid on which the source powers are identified. The probe array is placed
in a region of the flow where the mesh is fine enough to resolve the propagation
of acoustic waves without any strong dissipation up to about 4 f1. It is also placed
outside the strong vortical region so as to minimize spurious hydrodynamic arte-
facts.

3.3.2 Analytical test case with spiral-shaped sources

Before applying the phased array approach to the flow simulations of the sub-
merged air inlet, the method is first tested on an analytical example with the same
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Figure 3.3. Point source model for the analytical spiral case, using pseudo-inverse (left) and dual-LP
beamforming (right). Sound-pressure levels of the sources in dB. The triangles represent the positions
of the analytical monopoles. The coordinates are normalized by D.

source-probes configuration. For this validation case, an artificial set of monopoles
is defined in the source plane of Figure 3.2, following a spiral shape.

The monopoles are set to radiate white noise that is uncorrelated between the
sources and that is analytically propagated to the probes. The acoustic pressure is
also analytically evaluated at the far-field observer. To simulate external noise at
the probes, uncorrelated white noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB is added
to the signal at each probe, in addition to the white noise radiated from the sources.
The results of the source identification are assessed in terms of the accuracy of the
associated far-field spectrum. Various number of sources and probes are tested and
optimal values are identified, as presented in Paper B.

The source models for the optimal pairs of M and N for both pseudo-inverse
method and dual-LP beamforming are shown in Figure 3.3. The pseudo-inverse
solution displays distributed sources that do not match the analytical sources. The
large power values are explained by the non-zero source cross-powers which are
not represented in the plot. Using dual-LP beamforming, a sparse representation
of the sources is found, locating accurately the sources.

3.3.3 Equivalent monopole source model for the inlet

Based on the values of (M,N) that were identified as optimal for the pseudo-
inverse and the dual-LP beamforming approach, source modelling using phased
array analysis is performed on the flow case of the NACA inlet. Figures 3.4 and
3.5 show the source models respectively found with the pseudo-inverse and the
dual-LP beamforming methods, for a velocity ratio of 0.4.

As for the spiral analytical case, the pseudo-inverse method gives strong sources
distributed over the whole source region, for all frequency bands, with maximum
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3.3. SOURCE IDENTIFICATION ON THE NACA INLET

Figure 3.4. Point source model obtained using pseudo-inverse, for the NACA inlet case with a velocity
ratio of 0.4. Overall and per frequency bands values of the sound-pressure levels of the sources in dB,
using (M,N) = (49, 81). The coordinates are normalized by D.

Figure 3.5. Point source model obtained using dual-LP beamforming, for the NACA inlet case with a
velocity ratio of 0.4. Overall and per frequency bands values of the sound-pressure levels of the sources
in dB, using (M,N) = (289, 25). The coordinates are normalized by D.

levels around the lip region. The dual-LP beamforming approach results in a
sparser distribution. At low frequencies, a few point sources are identified over
the centre of the entrance of the inlet. At higher frequencies over 2 f1, the sources
are more distributed and cover the lip region. For high frequencies over 5 f1, two
well-defined source regions appear, on both sides of the lip, in the regions of strong
vorticity. Spurious sources can be seen that are attributed to either aliasing due to
the array geometry or to an insufficient number of cells per wavelength at high
frequencies in the flow simulations.
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Figure 3.6. Far-field acoustic spectrum for velocity ratios of 0.4, left, and 0.8, right, using (M,N) =

(49, 81) for the pseudo-inverse approach and (M,N) = (289, 25) for the dual-LP beamforming ap-
proach.

3.3.4 Validation through far-field spectrum analysis

Using the source models found with the pseudo-inverse and dual-LP beam-
forming approaches, the acoustic spectrum is computed at the far-field observer
with the formulae derived in Section 3.2.4. Free-field monopole radiation is used,
consistent with the beamforming approach and with the FW-H integral which also
assumes free-field radiation. The results are presented in Figure 3.6. Overall, the
agreement between the spectra from the identified sources and from the FW-H
integral is very good, confirming that the equivalent source representation is an
accurate model for the radiated acoustic field in the direction towards the observer.

Various number of probes and sources are tested for the dual-LP approach, as
well as various distances of the array to the inlet. The results, presented in Paper
B, demonstrate the robustness of the method.

3.4 Discussion and conclusion

The dual-LP approach used in the context of DNB proved to be a powerful
tool to identify aeroacoustic sources. This study, published in Paper B, shows that
good results can be obtained in terms of source identification by using pressure
data directly extracted from the compressible CFD simulations. Following this
work, the same method was applied by Bouchouireb61 on realistic nose landing
gear DESs from the ALLEGRA project26, revealing new insights in the source
characteristics. It should also be noted here that beamforming is not restricted to
flow acoustic sources and may be applied to pressure data obtained through other
means, either numerically or experimentally.

In terms of limitations, the dual-LP approach is restricted to uncorrelated sources
and may not perform as well on non-compact coherent source regions. Regarding
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source directivity, only omnidirectional monopoles were used in this study but
the implementation for dipoles or monopoles in a moving medium61 is relatively
straightforward.

Possibilities to improve the method include using three dimensional arrays and
source regions, optimized array design61 or even using tailored Green’s functions
to account for the background mean flow. Another interesting potential of direct
numerical beamforming is that it can spot flaws in flow simulations, revealing
spurious sources generated at grid interfaces or at boundaries, as was pointed out
by Brusniak et al.48 In this study, the main interest of the method remains that of
obtaining a simple point source representation to be used in the propagation step.
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4
Sound propagation for a moving source
including multiple reflections

This chapter introduces the propagation method that was developed and im-
plemented to resolve the acoustic field radiated by a moving single-frequency
monopole in the presence of simplified buildings. This method was published
in Paper C. An overview of existing approaches is presented first to place the pro-
posed method in context. Then the method itself is described and an example of
application is shown of a monopole passing by two buildings.

4.1 Background

4.1.1 Numerical methods for airborne sound propagation

Sound propagation methods can be roughly classified in two categories: the
methods based on geometrical acoustics (GA) and the ones that aim at numerically
solving various forms of the wave equation.

GA commonly refers to ray-tracing62 but we can also include the method of
images. In ray-tracing, sound is propagated as rays or lines along which the acous-
tic energy is transported. In the method of images, reflections on boundaries are
modelled by adding symmetrical fictional sources on the other side of the bound-
aries. GA methods are valid for high frequencies, when the wavelength is small
compared to the characteristic size of the objects in the field, and are primarily used
in room acoustics and large-scale external sound propagation problems. Because
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of their relatively low computational cost, they are also often used for auraliza-
tion problems. The major drawback to these approaches is that diffraction effects
are typically neglected. To include some degree of correction for the diffraction
on edges, analytical models63–65 can be implemented, allowing the propagation of
sound in shadow areas — areas that are not reached by any of the sound rays —
and therefore ensuring the continuity of the sound field in these regions. However
the computational cost is then greatly increased.

GA methods fail when the wavelengths are of the order or larger than the ob-
jects in the field. In such cases it becomes necessary to find a numerical solution to
the actual wave equations, either by discretizing the three dimensional volume of
the domain or by discretizing the two dimensional boundaries. In the scope of ur-
ban noise predictions, boundary-based methods are sometimes preferred because
of their lower computational cost.

4.1.2 Literature background on urban sound propagation

There exist several empirical or semi-empirical models to predict road and
railway traffic noise66–71 for which Garg and Maji published a comparative re-
view72. These methods are mainly used by consultants, land planners and high-
way engineers and focus on community noise73. They include both source and
propagation models and are progressively shifting from empirical models to more
physical models as the computational resources increase72. These methods focus
on predicting traffic noise in communities. Other methods have been developed
to compute propagation of the sound emitted by a point source in urban envi-
ronment, for both military† and civil applications. Possible approaches for these
problems are the boundary element method (BEM), GA methods combined with
edge diffraction models74, or other methods such as the extended Fourier pseu-
dospectral time-domain method developed by Hornikx et al.75 Heutschi presented
in 2009 a method to compute multiple coherent reflections in urban environment
based on the Kirchhoff approximation, which is part of the Swiss railway noise
calculation sonRAIL76.

In this study the sources are moving and the application of the methods pre-
sented above is not straightforward, at least not in a non-quasi-static fashion. There
exists very few work proposing implementations for moving sources. Recently,
Dragna et al. presented a method to address the problem in the time domain us-
ing distributed volume sources77–79. Methods for moving sources and scattering
by rigid surfaces can also be found in the field of aeroacoustics, even though they
have been developed mostly for aeronautical applications80.

†to localize an isolated shooter, or an explosion for example
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4.1.3 Idea behind this work

The work presented here is based on a similar idea as the work of Heutschi76,
but with a different approach and extended to the case of a moving source. The
main idea is to use the Kirchhoff approximation to get an explicit expression of the
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz (KH) integral equation, thus reducing the computational cost
that a traditional BEM would have. By interpreting the integral in terms of sec-
ondary sources on the surface of the scattering objects, further levels of reflections
can be computed. The movement of the source is accounted for through the use
of a moving monopole Green’s function and by Doppler-shifting the frequency of
the integrands in the KH integral, as well as by adjusting the position of the source
in function of the retarded time.

This method may be placed somewhere between BEM and GA, frequency do-
main and time domain. It is related to a BEM because it computes the KH integral
equation on the surface of the reflecting objects, although applying the Kirchhoff

approximation to reduce the computational cost. It is also related to GA because
it is based on the interpretation of the KH integral in terms of equivalent sources
and requires to compute shadow domains under GA assumptions. The source is
idealized as a harmonic monopole and the KH equation is derived in the frequency
domain, but managing the movement of the source introduces a time dependency
linked to the relative positions of the source, the objects and the observer.

4.2 Theory

The main ideas and equations behind the method are described in the follow-
ing sections. First the KH equation is presented, then the principles behind the
Kirchhoff approximation are explained. After that, the formulation with multiple
objects and moving source are introduced.

4.2.1 The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation

The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation describes the acoustic field created
by a source distribution ŝ(ω, x) in the presence of a surface S that can for example
be the surface of an object, in a quiescent flow field. The acoustic pressure p̂ is
assumed to obey the Helmholtz equation

(∇2 + k2)p̂(ω, x) = −ŝ(ω, x). (4.1)

in the whole acoustic domain outside of S. As shown in Figure 4.1, if the acoustic
source is a simple point located at y then the acoustic pressure p̂ at an arbitrary
point x located outside S and different from y can be expressed as

p̂(x) = p̂inc(x) + p̂sc(x) (4.2)
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where p̂inc is given by
p̂inc(x) = Ŝ 0Ĝ(x, y) (4.3)

and where p̂sc is expressed through the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation as

p̂sc(x) =

	
S

(
p̂(z)∇Ĝ(z, x) − Ĝ(z, x)∇p̂(z)

)
.noutdS z. (4.4)

In Eq. (4.4), Ŝ 0 is the amplitude of the source, nout is the outward normal to the

Figure 4.1. Position of source, object and observer.

surface at z and Ĝ is the free field Green’s function given by

Ĝ(x, y) = Ĝ(r) =
1

4πr
e−ikr with r = x − y (4.5)

where r =| r |. Ĝ(x, y) is the solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation
(∇2 + k2)Ĝ(x, y) = −δ(x − y). Making the assumption of rigid objects, the second
term in the integral in Eq. (4.4) reduces to zero since the acoustic pressure on its
surface S satisfies the hard wall boundary condition ∇p̂.nout = 0.

4.2.2 The Kirchhoff approximation

The Kirchhoff approximation consists in decoupling scattered and incident
field, by considering the pressure on the surface of the object as being only af-
fected by the incoming waves, and not by the scattered waves themselves. The
surface pressure in the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation is simply taken as
its incident value multiplied by a factor of 2 related to the reflection. The integral
equation becomes an explicit integral, and no matrix inversion is required as in a
BEM. Under the Kirchhoff approximation the expression for the scattered pressure
becomes

p̂sc(x) =

	
S

p̂sur f (z)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z (4.6)

where
p̂sur f (z) = 2 p̂inc(z)D(z, y). (4.7)
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The functionD has been introduced to account for shadow domains. D is defined
with a value of 0 if the line segment has an intersection with at least one of the
surface elements constituting the object and 1 otherwise.

The Kirchhoff approximation is appealing due to its simplicity. Its range of
validity has drawn a lot of attention in the past. What was observed it that the
limitations are found in 1) low frequency scattering (Helmholtz number ka < 4,
where a is a characteristic dimension of the object), 2) high angles source-object-
observer and 3) for non-convex objects. These situations corresponds to those
where the acoustic pressure at the observer is strongly dependent on regions of the
object where the pressure field is affected by pressure waves either diffracted or
reflected by other parts of this object. For the problem at hands, the conditions of
validity of the approximation are most of the time fulfilled since 1) ka > 4 for a
wave of frequency f > 20 Hz scattered by a building of characteristic size 10 m
2) the focus of the studies is the pass-by signature of a vehicle passing in a street,
therefore the angle vehicle-building-observer is low, and 3) the scattering objects
are mostly convex.

4.2.3 Computation of shadow domains using acoustic rays

Using the Kirchhoff approximation requires to know which parts of the domain
are directly reached by the source or by parts of other objects and which parts are
not. The following ray-surface intersection method is used.

The position of the source emitting the wave reaching a point x at t is given
by y(te), where te is the retarded time. x is in the shadow domain at t if the ray
between y(te) and x is intercepted by a boundary. The boundaries are meshed
using triangular elements in this work but the method could easily be extended
to quadrilateral elements which can be individually considered as made of two
triangular elements. This problem comes down to the problem of knowing whether
a line segment

]
xy

[
between two points in a 3D space has an intersection with a

triangle T or not, as represented in Figure 4.2. To do that, the projection z of the

Figure 4.2. Intersection of a ray with a triangle in 3D space

point y on the plane P containing the triangle is computed as z = y + k(y− x) with

k =
(a − y) · n
(y − x) · n

(4.8)
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where · represents the standard scalar product. If z belongs to T then there is
intersection and x belongs to the shadow domain. (u, v) is a basis of P so w can
be written as

w = αu + βv (4.9)

with α and β real numbers. It is trivial to see that z belongs to T if and only if

α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, α + β ≤ 1 (4.10)

Two equations are required to determine α and β. These are obtained by taking the
scalar product of Eq. (4.9) alternatively with u and v.

Ray-tracing has to be performed between the elements of all the objects in
the sound field in case of multiple scattering, and between these elements and the
observers. The associated computational cost can quickly become very high. To
improve this, two simple ideas were implemented. The first improvement consists
in excluding of the list of potentially intersecting elements all the elements for
which k ≤ 0 or k ≥ 1. The second improvement consists in ranking the remaining
list of potentially intersecting elements by increasing distance between z and the
corresponding element centre, and performing the loop in this order, following the
idea that for an intersecting element z is necessarily close the the element centre.
This allows to exit the loop early on and to skip unnecessary computations.

To express the shadow domains mathematically in the following sections, a
function DI is defined as being 0 if the line segment

[
xy

]
has an intersection with

at least one of the objects belonging to ensemble I and 1 otherwise.

4.2.4 Handling multiple reflections

When the sound field is scattered by multiple objects, Eq. (4.6) has to be
adapted. This is done by consecutive updates of the surface pressures after scatter-
ing by other objects. First, the surface pressure on each object is computed from
the incident field only. Then they are updated using the field scattered by other ob-
jects. Finally, the pressure at the observer is computed using the Kirchhoff integral
and the surface pressures computed in the previous step. This process can be re-
peated to get higher levels of scattering. The pressure at the observer is computed
through

p(x, t) = pinc(x, t) +

N∑
i=1

p(i)
sc,r(x, t) (4.11)

where N is the number of objects and p(i)
sc,r is the pressure field scattered by the

object i. Depending on the level of scattering, p(i)
sc,r is expressed differently.

Single level of scattering Here surface pressures are evaluated taking into ac-
count only the source and geometrical masking by other objects. Only the surface
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of the objects that are visible from the source have non-zero pressure values, all
surfaces in shadow areas have zero pressure value. p(i)

sur f is evaluated through

p(i)
sur f (z, t) = 2p(i)

inc(z, t)D{1..N}(z, y) (4.12)

where y is the position of the source and whereDI is the shadow domain function
defined in the previous section. In D{1...N} all the objects are taken into account
in the calculation of ray-surface intersection, including the object on which the
surface pressure is evaluated. The acoustic pressure at the listener is then computed
using Eq. (4.11) where p(i)

sc,r is given by

p(i)
sc,r(x, t) =

	
Si

p(i)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutD

{1...N}\i(x, z)dS z (4.13)

D{1...N}\i expresses the hypothesis that only the equivalent sources for which a ray
of sound reaches the listener contribute to the acoustic pressure at the listener.

Two levels of scattering p(i,1)
sur f and p(i,2)

sur f on the object i contributing to the 1st
and 2nd levels of scattering are evaluated through p(i,1)

sur f (z, t) = 2p(i)
inc(z, t)Di(z, y)

p(i,2)
sur f (z, t) = 2

∑N
j=1, j,i

�
S j

p( j,1)
sur f (ξ, t)∇Ĝ(ξ, z).noutD

{1...N}\ j(z, ξ)dS ξ.
(4.14)

In D{1...N}\ j all objects are taken into account in the calculation of ray-surface in-
tersection, except the object from which the scattered wave comes. In Di only
the object on which the surface pressure is evaluated is included in the ray-surface
intersection calculation, given that the masking effect of one object on another is
accounted for during the update of the surface pressure values by the scattered field
from this object. The acoustic pressure at the listener is then computed using Eq.
(4.11) where p(i)

sc,r = p(i,1)
sc,r + p(i,2)

sc,r with p(i,1)
sc,r (x, t) =

�
Si

p(i,1)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutdS z

p(i,2)
sc,r (x, t) =

�
Si

p(i,2)
sur f (z, t)∇Ĝ(z, x).noutD

{1...N}\i(x, z)dS z
(4.15)

Figure 4.3 describes the process for 2 objects and 2 levels of scattering.

4.2.5 Handling source movement

If the source is moving with a constant subsonic speed v0, as considered in this
work, then the movement of the source during the propagation from the source
to the listener has to be accounted for. The acoustic incident pressure from the
moving source is expressed as81

pinc(x, t) =
Ŝ 0

4πr(te) | 1 − Mr(te) |
eiω0te (4.16)
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Final step

Figure 4.3. Computation process for 2 objects and 2 levels of scattering.
Step q = 1: Incident pressure from the source is computed on the objects and on the observer. Illumi-
nated areas where the surface pressure values are updated are represented in color.
Step q = 2: Surface pressure values on each object for the 2nd level of scattering are computed from
the scattered pressure from the other object using the suface pressure values of step 1.
Final step: Eventually acoustic pressure at the observer is computed by addition of the incident pressure
wave and the scattered pressure waves from the two objects, for the two levels of scattering.

where te is the so-called retarded time solution of c0(t − te) = r(te) and r(te) =

x − y(te). te corresponds to the time at which the pressure wave reaching the
receiver at t is emitted by the source. Mr = M.er = M cos θ is the projection
of the source Mach number (M = V/c0) in the direction towards the observer, and
er = r/r.

The expression for the scattered pressure of Eq. (4.6) is changed to include
the Doppler effect by considering the problem in terms of Huygens’ sources: the
presence of the object is replaced by a certain number of equivalent sources on its
surface as explained in Figure 4.4. Due to the Doppler effect, each of these point
sources receives and emits a wave of angular frequency ωe, where ωe is a function
of the position and time. The frequencies of the equivalent sources are given by
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Figure 4.4. Scattering of the sound wave from a moving source by a rigid object seen as Huygens’
equivalent sources, in 2 steps.

the Doppler shift applied to the frequency of the real source

ωe =
ω0

1 − Mr
. (4.17)

The scattered field is then evaluated in a second step, by considering the prop-
agation of sound from the object with its equivalent sources to the listener in the
frequency domain, using the modified version of Eq. (4.6)

p(x, t) = pinc(x, t) +

	
S

2pinc(z, t)∇zĜ(z, x,kz).nout

·D(z, y(te))dS z

(4.18)

where pinc is given by Eq. (4.16) and where te is the retarded time introduced
earlier. The wave number kz is the perceived wave number. Obviously this is only
valid if the source is moving slowly enough so that a listener on the object hears
locally at a given time a harmonic wave and if the distance from the source to the
object is much larger than the distance from the object to the listener so that the
propagation time from the object to the listener can be neglected, or the speed of
the source is small enough to consider it fixed during the propagation from the
object to the listener.

A possible improvement to extend this study beyond the scope of the second
hypothesis would be to evaluate the surface pressures at a retarded time which
can for example correspond to the propagation time between the source and the
geometric centre of the object.

In case of multiple scattering from the moving source the intuitive approach
based on Huygen’s sources can be further extended by considering scattering of the
sound waves emitted by the Doppler shifted sources as shown in Figure 4.5. Given
that all points on the objects are treated as independent secondary sources, the
associated computational cost becomes however prohibitively high to go beyond
two levels of scattering, which is the upper limit used in this work.
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Figure 4.5. Interpretation of multiple scattering of a single ray from a moving source up to a listener.

4.3 Implementation in Matlab

The method is implemented in Matlab R2016b82. Figure 4.6 shows the main
features of the program. The program uses Matlab’s efficient abilities to perform
array operations when possible. The base program is implemented for a single-
frequency monopole. When using it to evaluate the pass-by signature of a group of
multiple frequency monopoles, as done in the next chapter, the core of the program
has to loop over: the frequencies, the source positions if several sources are set
as inputs and the time steps if the pressure at the observers is to be obtained at
several times. The Parallel Computing Toolbox83 is used to run the loop iterations
over several cores and speed up the computations. The Kirchhoff integrals are
evaluated with a 3 points Gauss-Legendre quadrature on triangular elements on
the boundaries. 1 and 4 points Gauss-Legendre quadratures were also tested but
the 3 points quadrature was found to be a good compromise between speed and
accuracy.

4.4 Validation: moving monopole passing by two large
buildings

Three test cases are run to assess the method. Only the last case is presented
here, the two first cases can be found in Paper C. The first case is a study of the
scattering of a plane wave by a rigid sphere for which the analytical solution is
known. The results show that the Kirchhoff approximation is well implemented,
and that the Kirchhoff approximation can be used for high-frequency scattering
for Helmholtz numbers ka greater than 3 in agreement to what can be found in the
literature. They also show that the use of the Kirchhoff approximation is better
suited to backward scattering than forward scattering. The second case focuses on
the scattering of a spherical harmonic sound wave by a flat rigid panel which re-
sembles a building façade with its flat surface and sharp edges. The results confirm
that the Kirchhoff approximation gives good results for high frequencies and small
angles of scattering. The last case is a simulation of the sound field generated by
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Figure 4.6. Implementation of the propagation solver in Matlab.

a moving harmonic monopole source passing by two large buildings, for which
the results are compared with results obtained by a higher-order finite difference
time-domain solver (FDTD)84–86. This last case is presented here.

A monopole point source of frequency 87.5 Hz is travelling at a constant speed
of v0 = 60 m.s-1 in the z = 0 plane in the +x direction, at a distance d = 10
m from the front façades of two rigid buildings. The ground is not modelled.
Instead, the buildings extend by 30 m in ±z direction. A triangular mesh with 2
points per wavelength is used on the surface of the buildings, and the numerical
integration is performed using a 3 points Gauss–Legendre quadrature, yielding a
total of 4 points per wavelength. The results obtained with the Kirchhoff method
are compared with results obtained with a FDTD method, that are considered as
reference results. More details on the setup for the FDTD method are shown in
Paper C.

The fields of acoustic pressure at times 0.200 s and 0.334 s, respectively, are
represented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 together with the pressure along the lines y = 10
m and y = 26 m.
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Figure 4.7. Positions of the source and buildings in the z = 0 plane for validation against FDTD
method.
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Figure 4.8. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.200 s for the FDTD solver (left) and the Kirchhoff

method (middle) for a moving source of frequency 87.5 Hz, acoustic pressure along the line y = 26 m
(top right), acoustic pressure along the line y = 10 m (bottom right). Values are normalized by the
pressure amplitude at 5 m from the source.
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Figure 4.9. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.334 s for the FDTD solver (left) and the Kirchhoff

method (middle) for a moving source of frequency 87.5 Hz, acoustic pressure along the line y = 26 m
(top right), acoustic pressure along the line y = 10 m (bottom right). Values are normalized by the
pressure amplitude at 5 m from the source.

Overall the agreement between the two methods is good. Both methods give
similar interference patterns and local maxima and minima of the pressure field are
well represented. Some differences can be observed locally, in particular between
the two buildings where multiple scattering from the edges strongly affects the
field. The extracted pressures on the lines y = 10 m and y = 26 m show a good
agreement between both methods, the agreement being better closer to the building
façades.

The simulations presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 have been computed with
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two orders of scattering in the Kirchhoff-based method. As the main focus here is
the sound field in the street where the source is moving, the first order might be
sufficient and can drastically reduce the computation time. The acoustic pressure
field as predicted at time 0.200 s with the Kirchhoff method with only one level
of reflection on the building façades is represented in Figure 4.10 together with
the second order reflection. It can be seen that only the acoustic field between the
buildings is significantly affected by the second order reflection.
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Figure 4.10. Acoustic pressure field at time 0.200 s as predicted by the Kirchhoff method with one
order of reflection on the building façades, left, and difference between second order and first order
plot, right.

4.5 Conclusion

A method for propagation and scattering of moving sources was developed
and implemented in Matlab. The use of the Kirchhoff approximation was justified
by the large size of the buildings with respect to the typical wavelengths emitted
by ground vehicles, and by their convex shape. It was tested with success on
the case of a source moving next to two buildings. The solver is most efficient
to compute the acoustic pressure at a given time for a single or a small group of
observers because, unlike the FDTD solver, the solution is independent of previous
time steps and does not discretize the entire volume. In addition, the method is
computationally light for a single order of reflection, which makes it well suited to
propagate the sources identified in Chapter 3 and compute their pass-by signal.
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5
Pass-by sound field in urban environ-
ment

In the previous chapters methods for extracting sound sources from the flow
and for propagating single-frequency monopoles were presented. This chapter
describes the framework to implement the sources and the propagation technique
in a pass-by simulation tool to compute the acoustic field radiated by the sources
when they are moving in various environments. The framework is applied to the
NACA inlet case. An overview of the complete methodology for the inlet is shown
in Figure 5.1. This chapter focuses on the last step. The work described here was
published in Paper D.

5.1 Review of existing studies

To anticipate and comprehend the results of the pass-by certifications of ISO
standard 36214;15 presented in Figure 1.4, several numerical or semi-experimental
methods have recently been developed. This includes work to characterize the
various sound sources that contribute to the vehicle pass-by signal87 and work to
simulate the pass-by signal from the various individual sources. Among the latter
we can mention the work of Wu and Zhou88 in 1999, Krebber et al.89 in 2002,
the VAMPPASS tool developed by Bongini et al. in the EU project SILENCE90

in 2008, and more recently the works of Huijssen et al.91 in 2013 and Van der
Auweraer et al.92 in 2015. Wu and Zhou developped an extended Kirchhoff inte-
gral formulation for predicting sound radiation from a vibrating structure moving
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Observer

Figure 5.1. Overview of the computational steps for the pass-by simulations of the NACA inlet.

over an infinite baffle. Krebber89 used near-field recordings and measured transfer
functions to synthesize the pass-by noise of a car in a urban environment. Bongini
et al.90 represented the sources by multipole point sources, computed the pass-by
time-frequency descriptions of each source with Doppler effect and ground effects
and then combined the individual contributions into a single pass-by time signal
using inverse Fourier transform. Huijssen et al.91 proposed to evaluate the transfer
functions using the fast multipole boundary element method (FMBEM), instead of
using either measured or multipole transfer functions. Van der Auweraer92 used
Airborne Source Quantification (ASQ) techniques to identify the sources and then
transfer functions to compute their contribution at the observer, adding the Doppler
effect in a post-processing step.

The present work has two main benefits compared to the previously men-
tionned works. Firstly it provides a complete numerical framework to generate
and propagate sound from the flow around the geometry of interest all the way to
the observer, that does not rely on any experimental input neither for the sources
nor for the transfer functions. And secondly it extends beyond the scope of the
standardized pass-by test by accounting for a surrounding built environment: the
sound propagation part of this work aims at predicting sound radiation from mov-
ing sources in a realistic environment including reflecting and scattering from sur-
faces like buildings or noise barriers on the sides of the road. This particularity
makes it stand out from the previous works that focused on the standard pass-by
test which, apart from the road surface, is performed in an ideal free-field envi-
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ronment. This type of work is not completely new: Antes and Baaran93 presented
in 2001 a BEM for determining the sound field radiated by independently moving
bodies with vibrating surfaces, with an application on the example of two vehicles
driving in opposite directions along a noise barrier protecting a building. Pro-
viding that the vibrations on the surface of the vehicles are known, their method
seems like a powerful tool to compute realistic pass-by sound fields. However
the approach was not robustly validated and in any case, as mentioned in the pa-
per, the numerical cost of such a method is likely too high to resolve mid- and
high-frequencies, restraining its use to the low-frequency range.

5.2 Numerical setup and implementation

5.2.1 Defining the sound sources

From the source powers S̃ identified using the dual-LP beamforming technique
of Paper B, the source model is defined as a group of single-frequency monopoles

of locations ym, frequencies f j and strengths σm, j =

√
2∆ f S̃m,j, ∆ f being the

frequency resolution in the estimation of the CSM matrix. The factor
√

2∆ f is
introduced to conserve the root-mean square of the time pressure signal at each
source. Indeed, with this expression we have

∑
j σ

2
m, j,rms/2 =

∑
j S̃m, j∆ f = s2

m,rms

by property of the power spectral density34. Because of the assumptions made
when deriving the deconvolution equation Eq. (3.6) the point sources are uncor-
related. The phase dependency with frequency for each point source is also lost,
therefore the source model has to be defined as a group of uncorrelated single-
frequency monopoles that will be propagated individually.

5.2.2 Rigid ground model

The presence of a rigid ground in the simulations is simply modelled by using
image sources. If ps refers to the acoustic pressure caused by a source s and if s∗

refers to the image source symmetric with respect to the ground then

p(x, t) = ps(x, t) + ps∗ (x, t). (5.1)

Boundaries other than the ground also need to be modelled with their symmet-
ric counterparts as shown in Figure 5.2. If the ground was to be modelled by an
impedance plane, additional corrective terms would be needed94.

5.2.3 Implementation

The block diagram in Figure 5.3 shows the various computational steps in-
volved in the pass-by simulations. As explained in Section 5.2.1 the source model
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Figure 5.2. Method of images to model the rigid ground.

is defined as a group of individual uncorrelated single-frequency monopoles; as
a consequence they have to be propagated separately because their signals cannot
simply be added to each others. The pass-by pressure signal associated with each
source is then transformed to the frequency domain over short time periods using a
discrete Fourier transform and the resulting power spectral densities are combined
to get the overall pass-by power spectral density.

Figure 5.3. Block diagram for the pass-by simulations of Paper D using the source model made of
uncorrelated monopoles identified in Paper B, including pre- and post-processing. Propagation is per-
formed using the solver developed in Paper C.

5.3 NACA inlet moving in a urban environment

Pass-by simulations are run with the sources extracted from the flow simula-
tions to assess the sound signature of the NACA inlet when fixed on a vehicle
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moving in various environments. Three configurations are tested: in a free field,
over a rigid ground and with a building reflecting the sound waves behind the ob-
server. The setup is represented in Figure 5.4. The roof and the rear façade are not
meshed as they are hidden from the incident acoustic field and do not contribute to
the sound field under the Kirchhoff approximation.

Figure 5.4. Setup of the pass-by simulations showing the sources (black squares) at time t = 0 s, the
observer (red dot), the building and the ground. Both the sources and their images with respect to the
ground are shown.

5.3.1 Monopole source model

Equivalent sources are identified using the method described in Paper B, with
25 probes and 25 sources. They are represented in Figure 5.5. The choice of 25
sources is justified by the convergence study presented in Paper D: the results are
virtually unchanged with a higher number of sources.

5.3.2 Static sources and free-field propagation

The simulations are first run in a free-field with static sources to assess the
accuracy of the source model and the implementation of the propagation solver
including pre- and post-processing. The results are shown in Figure 5.6. The FW-
H spectrum obtained in Section 2 is used as a reference. The spectra are very
similar, confirming that the method works for the simplest setup. The differences
between the solid black line and the blue circles is due to the Hanning windowing
in the PSD estimates during post-processing.

5.3.3 Static sources with ground and with building

In a next step the sources are still static but a rigid ground is added, as well
as a building. The respective PSDs at the observer are represented in Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.5. Point source model obtained using LP beamforming, for the NACA inlet case with a
velocity ratio of 0.4. Overall and per frequency band values of the sound-pressure levels of the sources
in dB, using (M,N)=(25,25).
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Figure 5.6. Power spectral density at the observer for static sources in free-field. The spectrum is
compared with FW-H results obtained by applying the FW-H integral to the flow simulation results and
with the spectrum obtained by simple free-field frequency-response function from the source model
(see Figure 5.1).

together with the free-field case. It can be seen that the simulations behave as
they should, with increases of the maximum sound levels at the observer when
the ground is introduced, and further increase when the building is added in the
simulations. The ground causes constructive and destructive interference patterns
at frequencies matching predictions based on the geometry of the problem as ex-
plained in Paper D. The building causes further interference and distortions to the
spectrum.
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Figure 5.7. Power spectral density at the observer for static sources and free-field (solid line), static
sources and ground (dashed line) and static sources, ground and building (dotted line). For the free-
field case, the spectrum is compared with FW-H results obtained by applying the FW-H integral to the
flow simulation results and with the spectrum obtained by simple free-field FRF from the source model
(see Figure 1.5).

5.3.4 Moving sources in free field, with ground and with building

In this section the sources are moving at the speed of the free stream in the flow
simulations which is 60 m.s-1. It would not make much sense to plot simply the
PSD at the observer since the overall SPL changes with time: time-frequency plots
are more appropriate. Figure 5.8 shows the time-frequency representations for the
moving NACA inlet, respectively in free field, over the rigid ground and with both
the ground and the building. The Doppler effect is clearly visible in the free field
case, the spectra showing higher frequency contents when the sources approach
the observer and lower frequency content as they move away. The sound levels
evolve logically during the pass-by event, increasing as the sources approach the
observer and decreasing afterwards, with maximum levels at time 0 s when the
sources are closest to the observer.

Figure 5.8. Pass-by signature of the NACA inlet at the observer: in free-field (left), with a rigid ground
(centre) and with both ground and building (right, to update).
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The interferences caused by the ground are clearly visible in the centre plot and
correspond to the ones that were highlighted in Figure 5.7. As the frequencies at
which interference pattern appear are directly related to the distance between the
sources and the observer, it can be observed that these frequencies become greater
when the sources are further away from the observer. The same patterns can be
seen on the simulations of Huijssen et al.91.

The plot on the right in Figure 5.8 shows the effect of the building in addition
to the effect of the ground. It can be seen that the presence of the building strongly
affects the pass-by signature, creating additional constructive and destructive in-
terference patterns through reflection and scattering of the sound waves on the
building.

The SPLs perceived by the observer during pass-by are represented in Figure
5.9. Between the free-field and the ground case, the pass-by SPLs are increased
of at least 2 dB overall with a maximum SPL 2.2 dB higher than in the free-
field case. The presence of the building at y = 150D adds another 1.7 dB to
the maximum level. The order of magnitude of the SPL increase caused by the
building is consistent with the rule of thumb increase of 3 dB observed for a white-
noise plane wave reflecting on an infinite plane62. For the building the increase is
logically smaller because the façade has a finite dimension — does not reflect all
the energy back — and because the wave amplitudes decrease spherically. When
the sources are far on the positive or negative x-axes, the effect of the building
seems to vanish, whereas the effect of the ground becomes greater. A bump can be
observed at around t = 0.1s on the SPL curve for the building case and it can be
explained by looking at SPL maps.
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Figure 5.9. Pass-by sound pressure levels at the observer.

In Figure 5.10, pass-by SPL maps are represented, showing the sound field on
the plane of the observer z = 1.2 m at times t = 0 s and t = 0.1 s. SPL values
are computed by integrating the PSD spectra over the frequencies at each observer
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point, evaluated from 100 time samples around the time t of interest. Reflection
and scattering of the sound waves by the building are visible. The right map at
t = 0.1 s reveals elevated sound levels locally around the observer, corresponding
to the bump that was observed in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10. Pass-by SPL maps at 1.2 m from the ground for the NACA inlet, at t = 0 s and t = 0.1 s.

In Figure 5.11, the SPLs are represented for various locations of the building
along the y-axis, expressed in terms of the y-coordinate of the front façade. It
appears that the results are strongly influenced by the distance of the building to
the sources and observer. The results at around t = 0s can be explained with
constructive and destructive interference patterns: with a building placed at y =

165D, there is an exact number of wavelengths λ1 between the direct wave and the
wave reflected on the building, causing constructive interference between the two
signals and higher sound levels, whereas with a building placed at y = 175D, there
is nearly half a wavelength difference in the path taken by the direct and reflected
wave, causing destructive interference between the sound signals.
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Figure 5.11. Pass-by sound pressure levels at the observer for various locations of the building on the
y-axis.
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5.4 Conclusion of the pass-by study

The method presented in this chapter and in Paper D, constructed from the
method introduced in Paper C, is a useful numerical tool to predict the pass-by
sound field of sound sources moving in various environments. Its capabilities were
demonstrated on the flow sound sources from the NACA inlet case and it would
be interesting to apply the same framework to other non-flow sources, so as to
simulate a full vehicle pass-by and to study the relative contribution of the various
sources.
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6
Conclusions, limitations and sugges-
tions for future work

In this thesis a numerical methodology was developed to identify sound sources
from near-field pressure data and propagate them in a simplified urban environ-
ment. This methodology was applied to identify and propagate flow sound sources.
However there is no restriction in including other sources in the propagation step
and the beamforming approach may be used from data that is not extracted from
flow simulations. To show concrete results, the methodology was applied to the
case of a generic NACA inlet fixed on a moving surface.

The first part of the work consisted in solving the flow around the inlet using
compressible detached-eddy simulations in order to get the pressure data later used
in the source identification step. The flow was benchmarked against experimental
data from the literature for validation. A far-field acoustic analysis was performed
using the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings integral and gave insights into the charac-
ter and frequency components of the sound emitted by the inlet for various flow
conditions.

In the next step, the pressure data extracted from the flow near the sources was
used as input to a phased array technique to identify and extract equivalent acoustic
sources. Two approaches were used: a direct pseudo-inverse method and a linear
programming approach (dual-LP) to beamforming, both based on the computation
of a cross-spectral matrix of the pressure array data. The results were analysed for
various locations and numbers of probes and sources and assessed in terms of far-
field spectrum at the observer position compared to the reference FW-H integral
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solution. The dual-LP beamforming approach proved to be accurate and robust
and was selected as the preferred method to identify and model the sources.

The sources extracted using dual-LP beamforming are uncorrelated monopoles.
In order to compute their pass-by signature in a urban environment, a propagation
method was developed able to simulate the sound field generated by a moving
single-frequency monopole and its reflection on nearby buildings. This method
is based on the use of a moving monopole Green’s function and of a Doppler-
corrected Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral under the Kirchhoff approximation. It
is computationally lighter than regular boundary element methods and therefore
adapted to pass-by simulations where the computations have to be performed for a
large number of time steps. The solver was tested with success on various bench-
marks.

Finally, the sources extracted from the flow around the NACA inlet using dual-
LP beamforming were coupled to the propagation solver by means of additional
pre- and post-processing, with the aim of simulating the sound field generated by
the moving inlet in a simplified urban setting. The sound field was predicted for
various cases: in free field, with a rigid ground and with a building reflecting the
sound behind the observer, for static and moving sources. The results showed that
the method works well. The results can be analysed in terms of time-frequency
representations of the sound pressure at the observer, pass-by SPLs as well as
instantaneous SPL maps.

Future work may focus on overcoming the limitations of the individual steps in
the methodology, in particular the restriction to a source model using omnidirec-
tional monopoles which would not be well-suited to sources that are strongly direc-
tional. While it is relatively straightforward to see how the beamforming approach
could be extended to use other Green’s functions such as dipoles or even higher-
order multipoles, the extension of the propagation solver to directive sources may
be more challenging. Further study could also consist in analysing the limita-
tions of the incoherent punctual modelling of the sources for various applications,
and if needed implementing a beamforming approach that would model coherent
sources. Another possible extension to the study would be to include a frequency-
dependant impedance on the ground or on the building, or even on the vehicle
surface.

From a broader perspective, the present work is a step forward towards the
development of ground vehicles with improved acoustics, designed to be an inte-
grated part of future sustainable urban environments. While there is certainly room
for improvement to the methodology, it paves the way for more complete pass-by
simulations focusing not only on the vehicle itself but also on its close surround-
ing, which was shown to have a strong influence on the sound field. Obviously, a
better knowledge of the sound field surrounding the vehicle makes it possible to
improve the acoustic performances early in the design phase. Another interesting
possible outcome of this type of work could be found in active noise management.
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One can imagine that future technologies will enable ground vehicles to adapt their
external noise emissions to the immediate surroundings. The vehicle could for ex-
ample lower its emissions in a particular urban setting — at the expense of other
functions perhaps less important in this context — or direct its emissions to warn
pedestrians of its presence. In the case of an air inlet, this could be achieved by
closing it or changing its shape to affect the generated sound field. The knowledge
of the sound field surrounding the vehicle at all times would certainly be a key
element of such systems.
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